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Outline
• What is “dust”?
• How do we detect dust?
• What else do we need to detect?
• How does this interfere with dust detection?

• What devices are available for particulate matter sensing?
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I might say the word “aerosol” a few times

An aerosol is a small piece of solid or liquid matter,
suspended in a gaseous medium, such as smoke, dust, or
haze. The term “aerosol” is inclusive of the medium.
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The Moon is a dusty place
Textiles
Crew Health

Communication Equipment
Optical Equipment
Rotational Components
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That dust must go somewhere – just not to Gateway

Thanks to Kristen John (JSC)
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But what IS dust?
• Per NASA-STD-1008:
For the purpose of this NASA Technical Standard, we define “dust” pragmatically as the regolith
size fraction that poses any functional or longevity concerns or risks to hardware, components,
or systems. This is defined by an upper particle size bound and includes smaller particles. Estimates
of source size fractions are given in this NASA Technical Standard for various dust transport
mechanisms. The unit micrometer (μm) is used to define dust sizes in this NASA Technical Standard.
Note: The definition of “dust” can have different meanings to different scientific groups, and the
word “dust” has been used to characterize anything from a very specific size particle distribution to
nearly all of the particulate matter in a given sample/volume. Various definitions of dust have been
used widely in NASA official documents and in other scientific documents. However, when designing,
developing, and testing technologies and systems for dealing with the particulate matter, it is not
ideal to have two classes: one for dust and one for larger- or smaller-sized particles.
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But what IS dust?
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But what IS dust?
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Lunar Dust Composition Comparison
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How do we Detect Dust?
• Passive vs active sampling
• Passive
• Filters, bottles, tubes, etc
• Requires offline analysis (sample return)

• Active

• Light scattering, light absorption
• Requires calibrations, assumptions, and maintenance
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Light Scattering is the Method of Choice

Webb, P.A. Particle Sizing by Static Laser Light Scattering, Technical Workshop Series
Micromeritics; Micromeritics Instrument Corp: Norcross, GA, USA, 2000
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Light Scattering is the Method of Choice

Keyword here is angular

Agranovski, I. Aerosols: Science and Technology; John Wiley & Sons: Hoboken, NJ,
USA, 2011.
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Angular distribution measurements carry massive
uncertainty

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

import PyMieScatt as ps
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
m=1.7+0.5j
w=532
d=5000
theta,SL,SR,SU = ps.ScatteringFunction(m,w,d)
qR,SLQ,SRQ,SUQ = ps.ScatteringFunction(m,w,d,space='qspace',normed=False)

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

m = 1.536 # refractive index of NaCl
w = 405 # laser wavelength (nm)
dp_g = 85 # geometric mean diameter (nm)
sigma_g = 1.5 # geometric standard deviation (unitless)
N = 1e5 # total number of particles (cm^-3)
B = ps.Mie_Lognormal(m,wavelength,sigma_g,dp_g,N,returnDistribution=True)
S = ps.SF_SD(m,wavelength,B[7],B[8])

Sumlin, B. J. et al., Retrieving the aerosol complex refractive index using PyMieScatt: A Mie computational package with
visualization capabilities. Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer 2018, 205, 127-134.
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Light scattering requires assumptions and carries
uncertainties
• Light scattering does not measure mass, size, shape, etc. It only
measures light scattering.
• Qsca – single particle scattering efficiency, unitless
• βsca – ensemble scattering coefficient, inverse length

• Light scattering can be used to estimate these quantities.
• Most COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) instruments are single-angle singlewavelength instruments that use some transfer function to estimate particle
size and number concentration.
• This requires a calibration to some standard (typically Arizona Test Dust, ISO 12103-1)
• Only strictly valid for estimating mass and number concentration of the calibration
analyte. Requires some assumptions to use against other challenge materials.
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Light scattering requires assumptions and carries
uncertainties
• Some instruments use multiple wavelengths or multiple angles
• This is better, but still not perfect
• Uncertainty in angular measurements
• Small changes in the analyte can cause large changes in angular scattering distribution
• Still requires calibration for a particular material in order to report mass

• In theory, three independent measurements can reconstruct a size
distribution
• Still does not report mass, which requires a calibration
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Other Confounding Issues
• Smoke, dust, and typical crew-generated cabin aerosols all interfere
with each other when constructing a detection method.
• All aerosols scatter light in some way, and depending on the
interaction of the analyte with the detector, can produce false alarms,
or not alarm at all.
• There currently exists no single light-scattering detector that can
accurately discriminate between these different types of
contaminants.
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The Smoke Aerosol Measurement Experiment (SAME)
• In microgravity, particle formation and
smoke plume transport are very sensitive
to air flow
• However, at air flow conditions of 8 cm s-1,
particles from flight experiments
resembled particles from ground
experiments
• Detector response dependent on particle
size and mechanism of detection:
• ISS forward light scattering detector
had diminished response to smallest
particles
• Space shuttle ionization detector had
slightly better response to smallest
particles
• Big takeaway: no “one size fits all”
detector
Mulholland et al., Aerosol Sci. Tech., 49:310-321, 2015.
Meyer et al., Fire Safety Journal, 98. 74-81, 2018.

Pyrell, air flow = 8 cm s-1

5 µm

Kapton, unaged

Pyrell, air flow = 0 cm s-1

5 µm

Teflon, unaged
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Aerosol Behavior in Low Gravity
• On Earth, our air quality is improved by
gravitational settling
• In µg, all particles remain airborne until
deposited on surfaces, air inlet screens or
ventilation system filters
• ‘Dusty air’ has been a complaint of astronauts
• Indicates high concentrations of inhalable
particles

• Filter inlets and fan intakes on equipment
require regular vacuuming

Slide prepared by
Marit Meyer
(NASA GRC)

Dirty avionics intake fan
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Different Levels of Fidelity and the Costs Associated
with Them – you get what you pay for
• Reference Quality

• First-principle measurement backed by a Federal Reference Method (FRM)
• Large physical footprint, high power consumption

• Industrial Quality

• Modest footprint and power consumption
• Typically only good for measuring “one thing”

• Low-cost

• Small footprint, low power consumption, cheap
• Poor data quality, but can be improved with careful calibration and full
knowledge of the drawbacks
• Can be distributed to improve data quality
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Low-cost and COTS Sensors
• Attractive due to their cost, small physical footprint, and low power
consumption.
• Typically single- or multi-angle, single-wavelength light scattering with
extra steps.
• Various types of detection such as integrated signal and pulse counting

• Data quality is typically poor
• Few (or none) independent publications and critiques
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Some Resources
• Alfano et al. reviewed some fifty
low-cost sensors and
summarized their data products,
detection limits, working
principles, and associated
publications.
• doi:10.3390/s20236819
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Some Resources
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Some Resources
• http://www.aqmd.gov/aq-spec/sensors
• Independent testing efforts by the South Coast Air Quality
Management District
• Tests instruments co-located with FRM or FEM instruments
• Provides field reports with the intercomparison results
• An excellent way to get independently-verified information on sensor
performance!
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